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Yun Xiaotian wiped his tears with his sleeve. “Little Jiu, you’ve really done well! Our Yun family is going 

to produce a peerless genius! ” 

 

Yun chujiu straightened her small body and pretended to be modest as she said, “Grandfather, what 

genius? ! It’s only half a month and you’ve already reached the third level of the spirit refinement realm. 

Didn’t you just advance two levels in a short time? This is really nothing… ” 

 

The corners of Yun Xiaotian’s eyes twitched. Little Jiu, are you being modest or are you showing off? ! 

 

Yun chujiu kept on showing off, only then did she say, “Grandfather, I plan to leave for the Ling Hua sect 

tomorrow. In addition, I want to bring my brothers and sisters with me. When the time comes, I’ll think 

of a way to let everyone participate in the entrance test with me. ” 

 

Yun Xiaotian was stunned at first, then he was ecstatic. “Little Nine, is what you said true? Do you really 

have a way to make Chu Yi and the others participate in the test as well? ” 

 

Yun Xiaotian was simply ecstatic. Even if he were to enter the Linghua sect and become a handyman, it 

would be a leap to the heavens! The entrance test qualification of the Linghua sect was strictly 

restricted. A small family like the Yun family, which had neither influence nor connections, simply did 

not have the qualifications to participate in the test. 

 

“Cough cough! Grandfather, I’m only saying that it’s possible, possible, and probable, so you shouldn’t 

have too much hope. ” 

 

Yun chujiu had thought this through thoroughly. As the saying went, it was difficult to support a single 

person. No matter how powerful she was alone, she was still alone. It was inevitable that there would 

be times when she could not take care of them. However, if Yun Chuwu and the others became 

stronger, then naturally, no one in the Yun family would dare to bully them! 

 



Yun chujiu had always been very confident in herself. As for whether she would be qualified to take the 

test, that would depend on her improvisation. 

 

“Good! Good! Even if we can’t succeed, it’s good to go out and broaden our horizons. I’ll hold a family 

meeting right now to seek their opinions. ” 

 

“Old Ji! Hurry up! Inform everyone to hold a family meeting! Those who don’t come will bear the 

consequences! ” 

 

Yun chujiu looked at Yun Xiaotian as if he was on steroids and could not help but feel a little guilty. 

Grandfather, I was just saying that. Actually, I don’t have any confidence at all! 

 

An hour later, all the members of the Yun family arrived at the hall. 

 

Everyone thought that something big had happened. Even Yun chuer, who was fooling around outside, 

was found by Yun Xiaobo. Yun Chushan even thought that Yun chujiu had been struck to death by 

heavenly lightning! 

 

Seeing that everyone had arrived, Yun Xiaotian coughed and then said in a clear voice, “Little Jiu’s 

master gave little jiu a test token for the Ling Hua sect. Tomorrow, Little Jiu will rush to the Ling Hua sect 

to undergo the entrance test. ” 

 

Hearing this, everyone immediately exploded! 

 

“Ling Hua sect? ! Heavens! No wonder elder Su was scared away by Little Jiu’s master! Little Jiu’s master 

must be very powerful! ” 

 

“I knew it! Little Jiu’s skills are much more agile than before! It turns out that she has the guidance of an 

expert! ” 



 

“That’s right! No wonder she was able to subdue Bai Morou in one move! Little Jiu really has a deep 

cover! ” 

 

.. 

 

Yun Chushan’s hands were clenched tightly under her sleeves. She didn’t even notice that her nails had 

pierced into her flesh. What right did she have? How could a good-for-nothing like Yun chujiu have such 

a good life? She was obviously a bastard, yet she enjoyed the treatment of the eldest daughter of the 

Patriarch’s mansion! She was clearly a good-for-nothing, yet she was taken in as a disciple by an expert. 

Now, she actually obtained the right to take the test of the Linghua faction! It was really too unfair! 

 

Yun chushan became even more irritated when she heard everyone’s compliments. She said softly, 

“Little Jiu, although it’s a good thing that you got the chance to go to the Linghua faction to take the 

test, but… But you don’t have the slightest bit of spiritual power. How can you pass the test? ” 

 

Yun Xiaotian was about to say that little jiu could cultivate, but Yun chujiu gave him a look. Then, she 

said with a bitter face, “Third sister, what you said makes sense. What do you think we should do? “ 

 


